Replacing bar codes are tiny RFID chips the size of the dot on an i, is now going to be put in
everything so it can be inventoried, and tracked automatically. These tiny chips can be put in food,
items in stores, books, passports, drivers licenses, credit cards, clothing, shoes, tires, pills, medicine,
glasses, fones, parts, most everything including people (sometimes without their knowledge). Hidden
RFID scanners in door ways send radio waves to everything nearby can read the information stored in
them without your knowledge or permission. So when you walk into or out of a building their
computer will what and who came in and left. This is a great anti theft tool for stores and libraries.
Farmers use them to track the location of their animals because RFIDs can also be fitted with a
transponder for location. Also great for locating food with a problem such as bad bacteria.
Restaurants will be able to use a smart fone to scan their inventory for poisoned lettuce. That is great
for inventory and theft control and will save lives but what about privacy? Multiple Huge databases are
now indexing and tracking every-thing about us. Your Internet and phone usage is being recorded.
(Wired Magazine 2012. GPS units in fones and cars along with face recognition programs and high
resolution cameras everywhere even on small drones can track you. Speeding tickets are now issued
automatically showing license and driver. Big Brother now keeps track of students in schools and
what your doctor and hospital does with you. You are tracked at work, in stores in public places and
even library checkouts. Both government and corporate databases now gather all of the information
about you including your financial and credit transactions sometimes getting wrong information which
is difficult to correct and has even caused declined purchases even on “good” cards.
Automation will cause layoffs of 60% of all workers soon. Computers will Artificial
Intelligence added (Bots) which rather than being programed are told what needs to be done. Once it
learns how to do the job it then replaces that persons job. Watson is one of IBM’s big bots and is now
the best medical consulting doctor in the world. Advanced doctors now consult with Watson and tests
have shown that Watson comes up with better treatments then the world’s best doctors 30% of the time.
Medical bots will be coming to smart fones and will enable nurse practitioners to replace many
doctors. Bots now write newspaper stories and write music and do many skilled and creative jobs.
Watson even beat all humans at Jeopardy. Go to http://dogoodforall.today click on Important
Technology scroll down a little and click on the Humans Need Not Apply link. You must see this
video about how Bots will be replacing many current jobs. It also tells about general service robots
which have artificial intelligence added to them allowing them to learn people’s blue collar jobs and
once they master the job the worker will get laid off. Bots and Robots work 24/7 with no breaks, no
vacation and no pay so corporations prefer bots over people.
Pharmacy robots are now replacing pharmacists. They can fill thousands prescriptions without error,
cross check drug interactions, and work 24/7 in the dark while the store is closed, without breaks
and without pay. Some fast food places are replacing people with bots and robots. There are robots
for brick laying, painting, fruit picking, cotton picking, harvesting crops, stocking store shelves,
replacing hardware and store clerks. At least one half of current jobs will be replaced by bots creating
massive unemployment. It is not like the past when people could find new jobs. This time it is
different. We need to look at what to do. Minimum income for all citizens? Government creating
public service jobs for all? It will be wonderful to have more free time but people need income to live.
So beware big changes coming. Many corporation’s sole purpose is to make money. Walmart
doesn’t care if it gives its employees only 20 hours a week at a low wage, so workers have to go on
welfare to survive. The middle class has become the forgotten class. Half of the residents in our city
are below the poverty level while corporate officers get millions a year in salary. Many things are
seriously wrong here that are not being properly attended to by Congress and presidents who favor
themselves and corporations and no longer represent the working class. Big changes are coming in the
workplace massive lay offs for most but a few work at home jobs with temporary virtual teams.
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